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CompactPCI® in Aerospace

CP303 Computers on the ISS
Up, up, and away with CompactPCI® from Kontron
The University of Amsterdam’s commercial spin-off, IDEAS!
UvA B. V., has developed under the auspices of EADS Space
Transportation the temperature control system and two
experiment containers for the DECLIC materials research
project, which will be conducted onboard the International
Space Station (ISS) from 2008. IDEAS! uses a CompactPCI®
board from Kontron for the temperature control system. The
combination of robust design, small size, and Kontron’s ﬁrstrate customer service tipped the scales in favour of the CP303
board.
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As the longest, most complex, and most cooperative
space project ever, the International Space Station (ISS)
is fascinating. A look behind the scenes reveals the tightly
managed everyday life of a research operation that makes
full use of the leading edge capacities of this space lab. The
interior design of Destiny, the US research module of the ISS,
is designed for efﬁciency: all the control, supply, and research
devices are installed as modules in 23 standard racks, which
are simple for the crew to operate. Six “EXPRESS racks” are
available for research. Truly, EXPRESS stands for quick, meaning
“EXpedite the PRocessing of Experiments to the Space Station”.
These racks hold the experiments in microgravity conditions,
in disciplines like physical sciences, life sciences, ecology,
geology, space research, and technology which on Earth are
prepared in standard bays or laboratory set-ups.

DECLIC – materials research under
microgravity
From early 2008, one of these CompactPCI® boards part of DECLIC
will be in Destiny. DECLIC is dedicated to ﬂ uid and material
research under microgravity and is a partnership between
NASA and the French space agency CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales). EADS Space Transportation constructed
the facility and the ﬁrst three experiment containers for
the various experiments under contract to the two project
partners. As “telescience” experiments, the DECLIC processes
will be managed by the CNES / CADMOS operation center in
Toulouse limiting the ISS crew involvement to hardware setup and tear down. Two of the DECLIC experiment containers
and the subsystem for temperature control were developed
and produced by the Amsterdam-based IDEAS! UvA b. v. as
subcontractor to EADS Space Transportation. IDEAS! UvA is a
spin-off of the University of Amsterdam and is dedicated to the
transfer of technology from research to practice. With ALI, the
“Alice Like Insert”, scientists will study the behavior of near
ambient temperature critical ﬂuids (critical meaning here that
they demonstrate the properties of liquids and gases at the
same time). In the high temperature insert HTI, the chemical
behavior of critical water will be studied at a temperature
close to 400°C.

or logistics vehicle brings a replacement – putting at risk
experiments that scientists have been preparing and working
on for many years. Therefore, IDEAS! was extremely careful
in selecting components, including the “brains” behind the
temperature subsystem, which IDEAS! entrusted to the CP303
CompactPCI® board from Kontron: it combines the necessary
performance characteristics with the expected “space
qualities” of compact and robust design. The CP303 – which
runs using a socketless low voltage 933 MHz Mobile Pentium
III-M processor – manages three tasks:

Electronics in space: compact, reliable,
powerful
The development and production of DECLIC hardware is
challenging in at least two ways, an usual situation for space
equipment: as many functions as possible must be packed into
the smallest possible volume and at the same time, it must
operate extremely safely and reliably. It is designed to be used
for two years and should work without maintenance by the
ISS crew. If a critical component were to fail, the research
program could face signiﬁcant shortcomings, and in the worst
case, DECLIC could go unused until the next space shuttle
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CP303 controls, calculates, and collects

Praise before launch

Firstly, it controls the temperature for each of the various
experiment containers. Depending on which experiment
container is currently installed and operated, a control library
and a hardware description, relevant to that experiment, are
loaded.Secondly, it operates as the command interface for the
scientiﬁc scripts which run on the data management computer,
also based on a Kontron CompactPCI® board. When the data
management computer sends a command, it receives an answer
and the associated data. Third, it collects the data from the ﬁve
to eight microcontroller boards on which the speciﬁc intelligence
for the individual experiment is implemented. The software for
these tasks is stored as a boot image on the hard drive of the
data management computer and is booted via DHCP. After the
initial boot, the application – which is completely housed on a
RAM disc – automatically recognizes the current experiment and
conﬁgures the hardware with automated XML/XSLT scripts.

DECLIC is not yet in space, but the experiences that IDEAS! has
so far had with both the board and Kontron’s customer service
are consistently positive. Currently, the CP303 is working
in the engineering model – a form-ﬁt-and function copy of
the ﬂight model, which is missing only the Nusil coating for
the electronics – and in two laboratory/ ground models. The
front interfaces for the monitor, keyboard, and Ethernet have
already proven to be very useful in developing the application
and the Linux kernel. “Because of the trouble-free operation of
the project, we will certainly use Kontron products in further
space activities, when conditions allow it,” says Frank Kayzel,
project manager with IDEAS!

Key Features CP303
» Low Voltage Mobile Pentium III-M / microBGA 400MHz
up to 933MHz

CP303: robust, fast, and compact

» Bis 512 MByte SDRAM, 256MB soldered + ein SODIMM
Socket

The ability to host the Linux application was the CP303’s most
obvious advantage. The fast 2.6 Linux kernel has to execute
an application that must precisely control the temperature to
a few microKelvins in real-time. Furthermore, it was important
to IDEAS! that the entire application be executable from a
RAM disc and that the system can be booted via Ethernet.
CompactPCI®, the directly soldered processor and 256 MB RAM
make Kontron’s CP303 robust enough to handle launch and work
in orbit environment without failures. It is also possible to do
without failure-prone, moving parts such as fans, because the
Pentium III-M creates almost no waste heat despite its high
performance level. Beside the combination of performance and
robust design, the compact shape of the board – just 100 mm x
160 mm – and the two Ethernet interfaces on the front and rear
were important to IDEAS!Not only the boot processes, but also
the communications between the data management computer
and the EXPRESS rack will run via Ethernet. A certain degree
of ﬂexibility in equipment was also desired, since some of the
board’s components - such as the Flashdisk and battery - must
be removed in order to best meet NASA’s safety requirements.

» 815 chipset internal oder external AGPx4-VGA
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» Zwei Fast Ethernet Channels
» Zwei serielle Channels
» 4HP, 8HP I/O
» 64-bit CompactPCI® interface
» Optionale I/O-Unterstützung an der Rückseite Compact
PCI-Boards der CP300er-Reihe im 3U-Formfaktor
gibt es mit einem breiten Prozessorspektrum. Das
Spitzenmodell CP307 arbeitet mit einem bis zu 2 GHz
schnellen Intel® Core™ Duo.
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About Kontron
Kontron is a global leader in embedded computing technology. With more than 40 % of its
employees in research and development, Kontron creates many of the standards that drive the
world’s embedded computing platforms. Kontron’s product longevity, local engineering and
support, and value-added services, helps create a sustainable and viable embedded solution for
OEMs and system integrators.
Kontron works closely with its customers on their embedded application-ready platforms and
custom solutions, enabling them to focus on their core competencies. The result is an accelerated
time-to-market, reduced total-cost-of-ownership and an improved overall application with
leading-edge, highly-reliable embedded technology.
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